Abstract -Ionization potentials of LinHm clusters have been measured from bare Lin clusters to hydrogen saturated clusters. The evolution of electronic properties with the number of H is discussed. We found that LinHm clusters behave like Lin-m clusters. This similarity may be due to a segregation between a metallic part and an insulator part inside the cluster.
1 Introduction most accessible to calculations. Moreover, it allows to investigate the bounding of an hydogen
Alkali metal are among the most studied atom with a metal and chimisorption of hydrogen clusters, from both experimental and theoretical on metal surfaces. In recent papers [3, 4] we point of view. They are the prototypes of small published the first results on LinH and LinH2 metallic particles and they are well described by the clusters. By varying nucleation conditions, we jellium model. For a few years, scientists are managed to produce LinHm from 0 hydrogen atom interested in alkali halyde clusters. In the bulk, these systems are salts with a NaCl structure and ionic bounds. For stoechiometric clusters, the cohesion is dominated by electrostatic forces and they have the bulk structure which make calculations easier. Numerous experimental results have been obtained on and NanFn_ 1+ (or Nan-IF,-) clusters (see for examples Ref. [1, 2] LinHm clusters appear to be the ideal system to study this evolution : it is the mixed system the to hydrogen saturated clusters. We present in this paper the ionization potentials of LinHm clusters 3 < n < 11 and 0 I m < 6. These 1.P.s are mainly dominated by the number of valence electrons.
Evolution of electronic properties from pure metal clusters to stoechiometric cluster is discussed and compared with results on NaCl and NaF clusters. There are two major differences between our results and NaCl or NaF spectra. First, we are
h=230 nm able to produce non stoechiometric clusters.
Second, some NanCln. li and NanFn-l i clusters (little cuboid piece of the bulk). On our spectra, we observe no magic number for any LinHn-I+ 3 Results and discussion clusters, even using a very low photon energy.
We recorded mass spectra (with different Figure 1 shows 3 mass spectra recorded H2 percentages) varying the wavelength of the with a photon energy of 5.4 eV, with a low power ionizing laser from 220 nm to 400 nm. For each ( = I m~/ c m~) . First spectrum has been obtained wavelengh, we checked that no multiphotonic with no hydrogen in the carrier gaz. Main peaks processes took place. Then we obtained To compare these I.P. with other mixed clusters, it is pertinent to study their evolution for a given n as a function of the number of hydrogen (evolution for L i H n is displayed on figure 3 ). As previously noticed, an oddeven alternation occurs.
Up to n-m=2, these potentials are roughly equal, then an increase is observed. The 1.P.s of LinHn clusters are high (we only observed LigHg) This global trend is different from what occurs in NaCI, NaF or CsO clusters. On CsO, the 1.P.s decrease when the number of oxygen increases, the 1.P.s of C S~~+~O~ are particulary low [5] . In the same way, NanFn-1 1.P.s [9] are lower than those of bare Nan clusters. Figure 3 displayed [12] give the same structure but the electron is more diffuse and then more bounded to the cluster. 
